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Over the course of the last years many developments have taken place throughout the nuclear business 
and the nuclear community. Some countries have enlarged the nuclear share in their power production 
or started a new build programme. On the other hand, some countries continue their sceptical view on 
nuclear energy or close nuclear plants. Furthermore, the decommissioning of retired plants and waste ma-
nagement is becoming more and more a subject of interest in many countries. Nevertheless, common to 
everyone always was and permanently is the necessity for safety in all doings and the knowledge transfer 
from the experts to newcomers in the nuclear business. 

To share the worldwide lessons learned and the new developments in the enhancement of safety the 
International Association for Structural Mechanics in Reactor Technology (IASMiRT) has for a long time 
organised international conferences.

From 8 – 13 August 2021, the 26th International Conference on Structural Mechanics in Reactor Technology 
takes place in Berlin and returns to its birthplace after 50 years. We are proud that IASMiRT has given us as 
organising team of SMiRT 26 the confidence to organise this event, which is expected to attract around 600 
participants. The preparations for such a large event provides an important opportunity for our customers 
and business partners to present their products, research results or range of services to visitors from all 
over the world. 

Without the assistance of sponsors from commerce and industry a conference of this scale would not be 
thinkable today. Therefore, we are contacting you with the request to think about supporting the SMIRT 26 
by a sponsorship. Different types of sponsorship packages are available. All sponsorship opportunities are 
presented in the attached brochure.

Our aim is to offer to you as a possible sponsor the ideal platform to ensure that the name of your cor-
poration will be inseparably linked to the SMiRT 26 Conference as a whole or to individual items of the 
programme.

We would be very grateful if you could inform us at short notice about your principal preparedness to  
support the 26th SMiRT Conference as a sponsor. 

We are ready to provide you with the details of our concept in a personal conversation and would be  
pleased to assist you with any further questions.

If you happen to be the wrong addressee in this matter, a respective note would be highly appreciated. 

Yours sincerely

Dr. Jörg Aign      Dr. Anton Erhard
Chair of SMiRT 26      Head of Sponsorship Committee SMiRT 26
Managing Director TÜV NORD EnSys GmbH & Co KG  President DGZfP e.V.
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